In this paper, we propose two new approaches for extracting mouth features for authenticating the person identity with liveness checks. The novel correlated audio-lip features and tensor lip-motion features allow liveness checks to be included in the person identity authentication systems, and ensures that the biometric cues are acquired from a live person who is actually present at the time of capture. Incorporating liveness check functionality in identity authentication systems can guard the system against the advanced spoofing attempts such as manufactured or replayed videos.
Introduction
Most of the commercial biometric identity authentication systems currently deployed are based on modelling the identity of a person based on unimodal information, i.e. face, voice, or fingerprint features. Also, many current interactive civilian applications are based on speech-based voice features, which achieve significantly lower performance for operating environments with low Signal-to-Noise Ratios (SNR) (Chaudhari et al., 2003) . In reality, spoken language communication between people is an intrinsically multimodal task (Liu et al., 2002) . It not only includes acoustic information but also comprises complementary visual information. Using multiple channels of information from a speaker during speech production can significantly improve the performance and robustness of automatic biometric speaker authentication systems.
However, until now, none of the multiple channels of information in speaking face sequences has been fully exploited for establishing the speaker identity. Until now, use of acoustic information alone dominated many biometric speaker authentication applications, and proved to be highly successful for several applications involving automatic speech processing, speech transcription or speaker authentication, while visual information proved to be of great help in adverse environments where acoustic information was degraded (background noise, channel distortion, etc.). The visual information provides complementary clues that can help in the analysis of the acoustic signal (Chibelushi et al., 2002) . In extreme cases for humans, visual information can even be used on its own. For instance, it is well known that deaf people can learn how to lip read (Yamamoto et al., 1998) . For automatic identity authentication systems, however, this is far from true. Visual modality-based authentication approaches are highly susceptible to pose/illumination variation, occlusion and poor image quality (Chaudhari et al., 2003; Potamianos et al., 1998) . Due to this, the diffusion of biometric identity authentication systems in day-to-day civilian application scenarios has been very slow.
One of the reasons for the limited success of automatic authentication systems is that, the rich, non-redundant, complementary information about identity of the person from multiple channels available during speech production has never been fully exploited. The other reason was that the feature extraction and fusion techniques used to extract and fuse the information from multiple sources were not optimal, robust and adaptive, leading to vulnerability of the system to acoustic and visual noise, as well as fraudulent impostor and replay attacks. The audio and lip motion during speech production has a coupled event, comprising closely coupled, loosely coupled and mutually independent components. Also, lip and head motion during speech involves a combination of rigid and non-rigid lip-articulator variations. Another ill-addressed problem is the robust fusion approaches for addressing fraudulent impostor and replay attacks on the system. Several studies in still face recognition literature (Chaudhari et al., 2003) has shown that 3D face dynamics can better quantify the differences between two persons' facial feature variations as compared to 2D face images. The subtle nuances related to facial expressions and gestures during speaking act that can best discriminate individuals can be modelled better with 3D face dynamics. From a biometrics point of view, the concept of recognising a person based on 3D facial motion during speech is attractive; since facial movements comprise a complex sequence of muscle activations, and it is almost impossible to imitate another person's facial speech and expressions, as these characteristics are unique to an individual.
Further, some recent findings in cognitive psychology and psychophysical analysis of visual speech (Yamamoto et al., 1998; Callan et al., 2003; Santi et al., 2003) suggest a significant role of 3D dynamics and correlation during speech production. One of the most significant findings by Callan et al. (2003) in the field of cognitive psychology suggest that in order to determine the elements that come to play during analysis of visual speech, it is important to capture the detailed 3D deformations of faces when talking. Munhall and Bateson suggest that a speaking face is a kinematic-acoustic system in motion, and the shape, texture and acoustic features during speech production are correlated in a complex way, and a single neuromotor source controlling the vocal tract behaviour is responsible for both the acoustic and the visible attributes of speech production (Santi et al., 2003) . Hence, for a speaking face not only the facial motion and speech acoustics are correlated, but the head motion and fundamental frequency (F0) produced during speech are also related. Though there is no clear and distinct neuromotor coupling between head motion and speech acoustics, there is an indirect anatomical coupling created by the complex of strap muscles running between the floor of the mouth, through the hyoid bone, attaching to the outer edge of the cricothyroid cartilage. Due to this indirect coupling, speakers tend to raise the pitch when head goes up while talking. It has also been shown by several other linguistic and psychophysical researchers that the facial movements play an important role in interpreting spoken conversations and emotions. They occur continuously during social interactions and conversations. They include lip movements when talking, conversational signals, emotion displays and manipulators to satisfy biological needs. Unfortunately, when and how a movement appears and disappears, and how co-occurrent movements are integrated (co-articulation effects, for instance) are difficult to quantify.
Until now, most biometric speaker authentication approaches based on audio-visual features used traditional 2D visual speech features or lip features extracted from mouth region along with audio features (Pan et al., 2000; Chibelushi et al., 2002; Gurbuv et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2002; Eveno and Besacier, 2005) . Lip features on its own cannot model a person's face in its entirety, and need to be used along with other biometric modalities. Nevertheless, mouth region contains important liveness-related information, which can be used to detect fraudulent replay attacks involving a still photo of the speaker and replay of an audio, or artificially synthesised speaking face. The liveness assurance aspect is highly ill-addressed in literature. The audio and lip motion during speech production has complex correlations, comprising mutually dependent (correlated), loosely dependent (partially correlated) and mutually independent (uncorrelated) components. Using lip-voice correlations along with 2D and 3D face dynamics can allow better liveness checks to be performed. We can better quantify the differences between two persons' facial feature variations in 3D as compared to 2D face images. The facial movements during speech production comprise a complex sequence of muscle activations, and it is almost impossible to imitate another person's facial speech and gestures, as these characteristics are unique to an individual (Bredin and Chollet, 2007) .
Further, the fusion techniques used in the framework of audio-visual speaker authentication were less than optimal. Most systems currently reported in the literature fuse scores from speaker verification and face recognition tests. One major weakness of these systems is that they do not take into account realistic impostor attack scenarios. Most existing systems, for example, could easily be spoofed by simple attacks such as recording the voice of the target in advance and replaying it in front of the microphone, or simply placing a picture of the target's face in front of the camera. Another problem emerges in audio-visual speech-based speaker authentication when several faces appear in the video and the true speaker must be selected before identification or verification can take place. Systems such as the one described by Bredin and Chollet (2007) jointly model acoustic and visual speech in order to improve person authentication performance with respect to independent modelling. The robustness of these systems against non-synchronised video attacks or complex scenes with several face candidates, however, has not been tested.
One possible solution that was proposed by Chetty and Wagner (2004) was to incorporate liveness in audio-visual speaker authentication task by studying the degree of synchrony between the acoustic signal and lip motion. Another technique based on extracting audio-lip correlation was proposed by Bredin and Chollet (2007) based on Co-Inertia Analysis (CoIA) -correlation evolution to create liveness scores based on different delays between audio and image sequences, and a technique involving speaker independent liveness measure was proposed by Eveno and Besacier (2005) .
In this paper we propose two new feature extraction based on audio-lip motion and correlation for checking liveness -correlated-audio-lip correlation features and tensor-lip motion features from speaking face video sequences, and compare it with traditional appearance and shape-based lip features. Using these features for building speaker models can make the authentication system less vulnerable to complex replay attacks. Also, a new multistage recognition paradigm involving speech (digit) recognition first, followed by identity authentication and liveness checking in the subsequent stages is proposed.
The paper is organised as follows: The novel tensor-based lip motion features is described in Section 2. Section 3 describes the extraction of correlated lip-voice features in optimal CCA sub-space. For comparison with traditional shape and appearance-based features, the details of acoustic and visual-speech features extracted are described in Section 4. Section 5 describes the approach for building the statistical speech and speaker models in this research. The details of the evaluation protocol and the security analysis performed in terms of DET curves, recognition accuracy and Equal Error Rates (EERs) is described in Section 6, and the paper concludes in Section 7 with conclusions and plans for further research.
Tensor-lip motion features
The lip motion features used here for authenticating the speaker identity and assuring liveness are based on structure tensor analysis technique involving eigenvalue analysis of the multidimensional structure tensor as proposed by Bigun et al. (1991) . The method is briefly described below.
A line in the image plane translated with a certain velocity in the normal direction will generate a plane in the spatiotemporal image. The normal unit vector is denoted as
T and the projection of the normal vector to the x-y coordinate axes represents the direction vector of the line's motion. The normal k of the plane will then relate to the velocity vector v a as follows:
,
where v is the optical flow normal. The optical flow normal estimation problem becomes a problem of solving the tilts (tan γ 1 = k x /k t ) and (tan γ 2 = k y /k t ) of the motion plane in the x t and y t manifolds, which is obtained from the eigenvalue analysis of the structure tensor. Using complex numbers and smoothing, the angles of the eigenvectors are given effectively by:
Here, 1 u is complex valued ( 1 i = − ) such that its magnitude is the difference between the eigenvalues of the local structure tensor in the x t manifold, whereas its argument is twice the angle of the most significant eigenvector approximating 2γ 1. The interpretation of 2 u is analogous to that of 1 u . The function f represents the continuous local image, whose sampled version can be obtained from the observed image sequence. Thus, the Total Least Square estimations of γ 1 and γ 2 in the local 2D manifolds x t and y t , in the double-angle representation), leads to following estimated velocity components: within each region become real scalars that take the signs + or -depending on which direction they move relative to their expected spatial directions (differently shaded boxes):
where p,q = 0, …127.
The reason for using three spatial directions in six regions is because local facial motions are not completely free but must follow physical constraints. The next step is to quantise the estimated velocities from arbitrary real scalars to a more limited set of values. The quantised velocities are obtained from the data by calculating the mean value as follows: The method for extracting normal velocity features (structure tensors) for the intensity lip images is repeated for depth images obtained from Stereovision 3D AVOZES database. We now have two sets of lip motion features, 2D lip motion-intensity tensor features litf f , and 3D lip motion-depth tensor features.
Correlated-audio-lip speech features
Correlated-audio-visual speech features based on a novel Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) technique were then extracted. CCA is a way of measuring the linear relationship between two multidimensional variables (Vapnik, 1995; Burges, 1998) . CCA searches for two sets of basis vectors related with each variable, so that the correlation of variables in new basis is diagonal and the diagonal elements are maximised. An important property of canonical correlations is that they are invariant with respect to affine transformations of the variables. This is the most important difference between CCA and ordinary correlation analysis which highly depend on the basis in which the variables are described. A brief description of CCA technique follows: Let two multidimensional biometric signals are represented with x and y. Further let the projection matrices be w x and w y such that the correlations between the projections of x and y onto R(w x ) and R(w y ) are mutually maximised. The problem becomes maximisation of ρ
Since the two biometric signals x and y can be treated as zero mean random variables, the total covariance matrix can be defined as:
where C xx and C yy are within set covariance matrices, and C xy = C yx , is between-set correlation matrices. The canonical correlations between x and y can be found by solving the eigenvalue equations: 
In this study, we applied CCA between audio Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) features and different types of visual speech features described in Section 4. The transformed audio and different visual features in CCA sub-space were then fused, and the feature-fused CCA optimised lip-voice vectors were used for building speaker models. Next section describes the acoustic and traditional shaped an appearance-based lip features used for comparing with new tensor-lip motion and correlated-audio-lip features.
Acoustic and visual-speech features

Acoustic speech features
The MFCC was used for representing speakers' voice information. MFCCs are the state-of-the art acoustic speech features used in many applications, including automatic speech recognition and speaker verification systems (Reynolds and Rose, 1995; Wan and Campbell, 2000) . We used MFCC features for all the experiments here, by pre-emphasising the signal first and extracting a 25 ms window from the acoustic signal for every 10 ms. MFCC computation involves application of a Hamming window to each frame that is computed from the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)-based Mel-warped log-amplitude filter bank, followed by a cosine transform and cepstral filtering. The acoustic MFCC vector contains 12 cepstral coefficients extracted from the Mel-frequency spectrum of the frame with normalised log energy, 13 delta coefficients (velocity), and 13 delta-delta coefficients (acceleration). The new tensor-based lip motion features ( )
, were then feature fused with acoustic features ( ) mfcc f and used for building the speaker and digit models for speaker and speech recognition scenarios.
Visual speech features
In general, visual speech features can be classified into two categories, depending on whether they are based on the shape or the appearance of the mouth (Mase and Pentland, 1991) . The first category includes features that are directly related to the shape of the lip, such as the openness of the mouth, the location of particular lip landmarks, etc. The second category, in contrast, considers the mouth area as a whole and includes features that have been extracted directly from the pixels corresponding to a Region of Interest (ROI) around the mouth area. The methods we used for extracting different types of lip features for this work is described next.
Shape-based features
Robust tracking of lip landmarks is a mandatory preliminary step towards extracting shape-based features. The lip-tracker was used to track the location of a collection of lip landmarks throughout the video sequence, as shown in Figure 1 . Shape features corresponding to three separate dimensions (height, width and area of the mouth) were then extracted from the location of these lip landmarks. 
Appearance-based features
The mouth detection algorithm was used to locate the lip area, as shown in Figure 2 . A Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) was then applied to the grey level size-normalised ROI, and the first 30 DCT coefficients (in a zig-zag manner, corresponding to the low spatial frequency) were kept as the visual speech features. The visual speech sampling rate is dependent on the frame rate of the audio-visual sequence. Whereas current video cameras work at a frame rate of 25 or 29.97 frames per second (depending on the codec), the acoustic speech features presented in Section 3.1 were extracted at a sample rate of 100 Hz. For using synchronised audio-visual feature vectors, we up-sampled the visual features to obtain a sample rate of 100 Hz for both acoustic and visual features. 
Visual speech motion features
The third type of visual speech features involved extraction of explicit 2D lip motion features as 2D lip dynamics plays an important role in detecting liveness. Two different types of visual speech motion features were extracted, the first one based on the 2D DCT of the optical flow vectors. The optical flow vectors were extracted from the lip frames using hierarchical Lucas-Kanade technique (Lucas and Kanade, 1981) . The first 25 baseband 2D DCT zigzag scan coefficients were used for each horizontal and vertical motion vectors. Second lip motion features were the intensity-based 2D DCT of the lip frames. Like the optical flow vectors, the first 25 baseband 2D DCT zigzag scan coefficients were used for each axis.
Speech and speaker models
The speech and speaker models were built using Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) models, (Reynolds and Rose, 1995; Burges, 1998; Wan and Campbell, 2000) . A brief description of GMM and SVM is given hereafter.
GMM
This statistical model can be understood as a weighted sum of multivariate Gaussian distributions:
Here, x is a D-dimensional feature vector and p j and b j (x) represent the mixture weights and the component densities, which are multivariate Gaussian densities. The weights p j represent the probability that identity λ, a person, is represented by the feature coming from a specific region of the feature space x. Each speaker is represented by a GMM model λ. The speaker utterance that is to be classified (the unknown pattern) is a sentence, which is represented by a sequence, O A , of speech feature vectors or observations denoted by,
, , ,
where o t is the speech observation (frame) at time t and T A denotes the number of observation vectors in the sentence. We obtain N class-conditional joint probabilities:
( ) 
|λ).
For speech recognition, we built the sub-word level (phoneme level) models using an HMM -which is a GMM with five states and three mixtures in each state.
SVM
The SVM formulation is based on the Structural Risk Minimisation principle, which minimises an upper bound on the generalisation error, as opposed to Empirical Risk Minimisation (Burges, 1998; Wan and Campbell, 2000) . An SVM is a discriminationbased binary method using a statistical algorithm. It has good ability to generalise, which is why it is frequently used in pattern-recognition and information-retrieval tasks. The background idea in training an SVM system is finding a hyperplane w.x + b = 0, as a decision boundary between two classes. Further details of SVM are given by Burges (1998) and Wan and Campbell (2000) . When conducting speech-classification experiments, we will need to choose between multiple classes. The best method of extending the two-class classifiers to multiclass problems appears to be one against all, consisting of building SVM classifiers equal to the number of classes. We train each SVM with one of the classes against the rest of the classes. The one-against-one approach simply constructs, for each pair of classes, an SVM classifier that separates those classes.
All speech recognition tests in this study were performed for only the speech features 
Evaluation protocol and security analysis
Experiments were carried out on two different databases -VidTIMIT (Sanderson, 2008) and AVOZES 3D stereovision database (Goecke and Millar, 2004 ) -for the proposed evaluation protocol involving multistage speech recognition, speaker and liveness detection paradigm experimental scenarios experiments described in this paper. Though the results obtained for both the databases were equally favourable, for sake of simplicity one AVOZES results are presented and discussed in this contribution. Different sets of experiments with AVOZES datasets were performed to quantify the performance of new tensor-lip motion features, and the CCA optimised correlated-audiolip features described in Section 2 and 3, and comparison with traditional shape and appearance-based audio-visual-speech features described in Section 4. The evaluation protocols used for multistage recognition paradigm involving speech (digit) recognition, speaker authentication and liveness checking are described in the next few sub-sections.
SVM-based speech recognition
For this set of experiments, we specified our own protocol (Protocol A), and we used Module 5 digit subset of the AVOZES database. The digit sequences from Module 5 were manually segmented to extract the digits, and the single digit HMM models for digits 0-9 were built. During this manual segmentation, we found that the words 4, 5 and 8 contained less visual data than the other digits during the speech utterances. The training and test group comprised ten speakers each, and the training data were separate from test data. We then performed speaker-independent speech recognition (digit identification) according to this protocol. As can be seen in Table 1 , we obtain the best recognition accuracy of 90-95% for the digits 1, 6 and 7 for feature fusion set ( mfcc f -litf f -ldtf f ), 67-85% for visual only features ( litf f -ldtf f ) and 80-90% for audio mfcc f only features.
The results in Table 1 vary significantly, one cause being that there is not enough information (especially visual information) for certain digit utterances. This is not surprising because there is not sufficient data in AVOZES database. It is a pilot 3D stereovision audio-visual database, but not a full fledged database for conducting extensive speech and speaker recognition experiments. The audio-visual fusion for some digits was catastrophic with digits 4, 5, 8 and sometimes, 9 giving worse identification accuracy in the fusion modes than with just audio input. The lack of enough visual data has negatively influenced the performance of fusion features, which presently assumes that the quality of information is uniform across the digits.
During the manual segmentation, we could verify that, when uttering the words from 0 to 9 in the carrier phrases, the words 4, 5 and 8 for most of the speakers in the database was pronounced in shorter time lapses and hence the visual data was notably less in comparison to other digits. Further, the duration of utterances for each speaker differs when uttering a word or digit in Module 4 and Module 5 due to different speaking rates.
GMM-based speaker verification
We specified a different protocol (Protocol B) for this set of experiments inspired by Lausanne protocol (Configuration 1) defined by M2VTS consortium which standardises person recognition experiments. It suggests splitting the database into training, evaluation and the test groups. The evaluation set is used to quantify client and impostor access performance after training. The evaluation set is used to find the threshold for accepting or rejecting a person at predefined operation points. Finally, the test data is used to quantify how well the audio and visual features perform with respect to the desired performance once the thresholds are fixed. In our case (Protocol B), the training group contained ten subjects as clients, the evaluation group contained an additional five subjects as impostors, and the testing group contained yet another five subjects as impostors.
For clients, we used the Module 4-CVC subset for training, the Module 4-VCV subset for evaluation, and the Module 5-digit subset for testing. From the AVOZES database documentation (Goecke and Millar, 2004) , these three subsets appear to be recorded in different sessions, making them suitable as training, evaluation and test sets, for the speaker authentication tasks. Further, we manually segmented out the actual CVC-VCV words from all the sentences in Module 4 and actual digits from the sentences in Module 5. This leaves just the carrier phrase -"You grab beer", resulting in all the training, evaluation and test groups to be the same, hence facilitating text-dependent speaker recognition tests to be performed. This protocol (Protocol B) was used for conducting the GMM-based speaker verification tests described in this section. Figure 3(a) and 3(b) show the DET curves with EER for the audio, visual and audio-visual fusion for gender-specific speaker authentication task. For male dataset, the EER for acoustic ( mfcc f ) features was around than 2%, for tensor-lip motion features ( litf f -ldtf f ) it was less than 3%, and for a fusion of audio and lip motion (intensity-tensor and depth-tensor) features ( mfcc f -litf f -ldtf f ), it was less than 1.0% fusion. Thus the fusion of audio with new tensor-based lip motion features for this scenario resulted in synergistic fusion. Synergistic fusion resulted for female subset also [(as in Figure 3(b) ].
GMM-based liveness checking
For this scenario, we extended the Protocol B for testing the liveness check performance of the new tensor-based lip motion features and CCA-based optimised audio-lip features. We created a fraudulent speaker video database for all the speakers in the Module 4 using a set of computer animation tools (5) and used it for test phase. The synthetic speaking face videos in the fraudulent database emulate replay attack scenario and test the liveness verification performance. More detailed treatment of liveness check protocols is described in some of our previous works (Chetty and Wagner 2004 , 2006 . For this scenario, the gender-specific client models were built using the training data from the Module 4 -CVC data subset and the threshold was determined using VCV data subset. This is similar to speaker verification scenario. For test data, however, the data from the artificially created fraudulent speaking face video database were used. The DET curves in Figure 4 (a) and 4(b) show the performance achieved for audio, lip motion and fusion features for the liveness check scenario for male and female subsets of the corpus. For CCA optimised correlated-audio-lip features, the dynamic replay attack scenario was simulated similarly by manufacturing speaking face video sequences from the original audio, lip-synched with still photos corresponding to several key frames of the speaking face video sequence. The EER values shown in DET curves in Figure 5 (a) and 5(b) depict the performance correlated lip voice features. The performance of uncorrelated lip-voice features based on traditional audio and visual-speech shape and appearance features described in Section 4 was worst (EER > 10%) and hence not shown here. A significant improvement in performance was achieved when correlated lip-voice features in CCA sub-space was used for building client models. As can be seen from the DET curves and EER values in Figure 5 (a) and Figure 5 (b), the best EER of 0.6-0.7% was achieved for feature fusion of audio and lip motion-intensity features in CCA sub-space for both male and female subsets of the database.
Conclusions
In this paper we propose novel tensor-based 3D lip motion and CCA-based audio-lip correlation features for performing liveness checks in biometric identity authentication systems. Further, a new authentication paradigm for performing speaker authentication with liveness checks based on speech recognition followed by speaker authentication with liveness checks is proposed. First, a SVM was used for speech (digit) recognition, and then, a GMM was used for authenticating the speaker with liveness checks. The results of security analysis presented in this paper for a 3D stereovision speaking face database -AVOZES for different scenarios show favourable results with a recognition accuracy of 70-90% for speech (digit) recognition task. The new tensor-based representation of lip motion features extracted from intensity and depth sub-space of 3D video sequences, and feature fused with audio features, resulted in EERs of less than 3% for speaker authentication scenario, and less than 1% for liveness check scenario. The second new representation of audio-lip features in CCA sub-space allowed a similar enhancement in performance as compared to traditional shape and appearance-based lip features. Further work is in progress in developing an optimal multilevel fusion strategy for achieving multiple levels of security specifications under different operating environments.
